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Abstract

Let K be a standard singular integral kernel on IR satisfying the usual Holder
continuity condition of order 8, and define w(x) = c(l + |cc|)"(1+a) (where c is chosen so
that the integral of w is 1), Tf = K*f,g the mean of g with respect to the measure
w(x) dx, and || • || p the Lp norm with respect to w(x) dx. Although the inequality
IITf ||p ^ cp| |/ | |p is not true in general, the centred norm inequality \\Tf—Tf\\p ^
cp||/| |p does hold for 1 < p < oo if a < 8.

1. Introduction

Let K: IR -»• IR be a function satisfying the following conditions for singular integral
kernels:

there exist Se (0,1] and B > 0 such that

(a) \K(x)\^B\x\-1iixeU\{0}, \

(b) \K(x)-K(y)\ <fi|x-y|VN1+*if \x-y\ < ±|z|, xeU\{0}, (1-1)

(c) if is odd. J

Define the singular integral operator T by y/(x) = jK(x—y)f(y)dy for/eC^, the
integral being taken in the principle value sense. It is very well known that T can be
extended to a bounded operator on Lp(dx), for 1 < p < oo.

Let a e (0,8) and let
w(z) = £(l + |z|)-<1+a>, (1-2)

where £ = (J (14- |x|)~(1+a) da;)"1 is chosen so that J w(x) dx = 1. The function w is not
in the class Ap for any £>e[l, oo] (see Remark 5-2), and so one does not expect an
inequality of the form ||T/||p < Cp||/||p to hold, where || • ||p denotes theLp norm with
respect to the measure w(x)dx; in fact, if T is the Hilbert transform, such an
inequality is known to fail.

The main result of this paper is that such an inequality does hold, however,
provided that one first centres Tf. More precisely, for geL1(w(x)dx), define

g= \g(x)w(x)dx, (1-3)
the mean of g. Then we prove

THEOREM 1-1. Suppose that 1 < p < oo. There exists a constant cp, depending only on
p, such that

\\Tf-Tf\\p^cp\\f\\v (feC%). (1-4)
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Here | | / | | p denotes (/ \f(x) \pw(x) dz)l/p. As usual, once this inequality is established
for/eCj£, there is no difficulty in extending it to feLp(w(x)dx).

The case p = 2 of Theorem 11 was first proved in [1], theorem 3-1 by means of
Cotlar's lemma and some rather involved calculations (see Remark 5*3 below). In this
paper we establish (1-4) for the full range pe(l,oo). Our technique is to define a
suitable substitute for BMO, show that both the operator/-* Tf— Tf and its adjoint
are bounded operators from L°° to BMO, and then to use interpolation and duality.

The main part of the argument is given in Section 2. Since the measure w{x)dx is
a finite measure and does not satisfy the doubling condition (see Remark 5-1), some
modifications are needed to the Fefferman-Stein results about interpolating between
L2 and BMO; these are given in Section 3. The Z^-BMO boundedness argument of
Section 2 depends heavily on some technical estimates, and these are proved in
Section 4. Some assorted remarks make up Section 5.

The latter c, with or without subscripts, will denote constants whose value is
unimportant and which may change from line to line. We will use B(x, r) to denote
the set {y: \y — x\ < r}. To simplify the notation, we will write T both for the operator
T and for the kernel K.

2. Zy°°-BMO boundedness

In Section 3 we will need to use a type of Calderdn—Zygmund decomposition, so let
us begin by describing our 'cubes'. Define A(t) to be that real number such that

fMt)
w(x)dx = t («e(0,1)). (2-1)

J—00

Let A(0) = - oo, A(l) = + oo. Let Ao = A(|). Let % = U,

]:O^k^2n-l} (n = 1,2,...).

Since A(t) ~ — ct~1/a, A(l— t) ~ ct~1/a, for t near 0, a simple calculation shows that
there exists a constant TJ > 0 independent of n such that if Q is a bounded interval
in ^ , , then

inf \y-x\>ridi&m(Q), (2-2)

and if Q is an unbounded interval in \ ,

inf \y-x\>v\xQ\. (2-3)

If Q is unbounded, y$Q and xeQ, then either \x\ ̂  2\xQ\, in which case \y—x\ ^
\fl\x\; or else \x\ > 2|XQ|, in which case \y — x\ ^ ||a;|. So replacing v by \{rj A 1), we have

\y-x\^v\x\ if xeQ,yeQc. (2-4)

The SLn form a decomposition of IR into 'cubes', each with mass 2~™ with respect
to w(x)dx measure, ^ , isa partition of ̂ ,_1, and

w(y) dy ^ c w(y) dy, with c independent of n and Q. (2-5)
JQ Jo
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Let J2 = U n ^ , , and let the measure w(x)dx be also denoted by w(dx), so that

W(Q) = w(x) dx. (2-6)
JQ

Let us next turn to the singular integral operators. Define the operator U by

Uf(x) = Tf(x)~Tf. (2-7)

Uf(x) = JT(x-y)f(y)dy- j JT(x-y)f(y)w(x)dxdy

= ![T(x-y)-T*w(y)]f(y)dy,

where T* is the adjoint of T with respect to Lebesgue measure. We observe that
clearly T* also satisfies the estimates (1-1).

If we define 71 =w,)/_r\_ 71 *,,,/,, \

•̂"- !J • <2-8)
then U(x, y) is the kernel for U with respect to w(x) dx in the sense that

Uf(x)=!u(x,y)f(y)w(y)dy.

Consequently, the adjoint of U with respect to the measure w(x) dx has kernel

One of the main results of [1] (see theorem 3'1 of that paper) is that

Hff/ll,<c||/||,, I | C / 7 I I 2 ^ C | | / | | 2 . (2-10)

For/ei1(w(a!a;)) and Qe^ for some n, let

/<2=JoT \ f{x)w(x)dx. (2-11)
WW) JQ

Define BMOW to be set of all / such that

U = sup-^— f \f(x)-fQ\w(x)dx< co.
Qes W\W JQQ

As usual, BMOy, is a Banach space provided that we identify functions that differ by
a constant.

Our goal in this section is to prove

T H E O R E M 2-1 . There exists a constant c > 0 such that (a) WUfW^^cWfW^ and
(b) IIE/'/IU^cH/IU.

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2-1, we need

PROPOSITION 2-2. (a) Ul = 0 and (b) f/*l = 0.

Proof, (a) follows by the definition of U and the fact that (11) (c) implies T\ = 0.
For (6), we write

U*l(x) = - J - I (T*(x-y)-T*w(x))w(y)dy = ~^-(T*w(x)-T*w(x)) = 0,
w(x) J w(x)

using the fact that w{dx) has unit mass. I
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The statements of the key estimates we need are given in the following two
propositions.

PROPOSITION 2-3. There exists c > 0 such that if Qe2. is bounded and xeQ, then

\U(x,y)-U(xQ,y)\w(y)dy

PROPOSITION 2-4. There exists c > 0 such that
(a) if Qe2. is bounded with \XQ\ < Ao and w(Q) ^ 10~4, then

\ \U*(x,y)-U*(xQ,y)\w(y)dy ^c for xeQ;
JQC

(b) if QeStis bounded and |xc| ̂  Ao, then

\ \U*(x,y)-U*(xQ,y)\w(y)dy ^c for xeQ;
JQC

(c) if Qe<2. is unbounded, then

\U*(x,y)\w(y)dy < c for xeQ.
J Qc

The proofs of Propositions 23 and 24 are a bit lengthy and we defer them until
Section 4.

Proof of Theorem 2-1 (a). Le t /eC£ and let Qe£. Define^ =flg,f2 = / - / i -
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2-10), and (2-5),

W\\z l .in UJW.I \ IQ
(y)dyjj

\\My)\2My)dyj

< 4f\\Jw(Q)/w(Q))l ^ ell/11,,. (2-12)

To look at Uf2, we consider two cases.

Case 1. Suppose that Q is bounded.

By Proposition 23

(x)-Uf2(xQ)\ < J\U(x,y)-U(xQ,y)\\f2(y)\w(y)dy

, \U(x,y)-U(xQ,y)\w(y)dy
JQC

if xeQ. So

^ j \Ufi(x)-Ufi(xQ)\w(x)dx ^ cWfW^. (2-13)
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Case 2. Suppose that Q is unbounded.

If Q = U,f2 = 0; so suppose that Q 4= R. Then Q will be of the form [N, oo) or
(— oo, —N] for some N > Ao. Choose k0 to be the smallest integer k larger than 4 such
that 2* > 4Jfc2/a.

For k^ k0, define

and let gro(x) =/2(x) 1[0,2*OAO(M)-

So/2 = go + Yi™_k gk. Since f2 has compact support, this is actually a finite sum.
We examine g0 first. Let a0 = —Tg0. So Ugo—a0 = Tg0.1{xeQ,yeQc, then by (2-3),

\x-y\ > VK\ = VN. Then by (M)(o),

\Tgo(x)\ = I \T(x-y)go{y)dy < \\f\\m f

So - i - f \Ug0(x)-a0\w(x)dx^c\\f\\co. (2-14)

Now suppose that A; ^ k0. Let aft = Ugk{xQ). Of course,

If N ^ \x\ < P/aiV and \y\ ̂  2kN > 4k2/*N, then |x| + |xQ| < 2\x\ < 2k2'«N ̂  #y\

and

\Tgk(x)-Tgk(xQ)\ = \j[T(x-y)-T(xQ-y)]gkty)dy

J2*iV^|j/|«2A:+1Af

using (1-1) (6).
Therefore

^rrf ^ \Ugk(x)-ak\w(x)dx^ck^2-kS\\ (2-15)

On the other hand, suppose that xeQ,yeQc, \x\ ̂  F/aiV, and \y\ ^ 2fciV. Of course,
l*«-»l > (2"-l)N^ 2*iV/2. If |x| < 2*^/2, then \x-y\ ^ 2fciV/2, and if \x\ Js 2"N/2,
then |x-2/| 5= 7]2kN/2 by (2-6). Hence, using (VI)(a),

\Tgk(x)-Tgk(xQ)\ ^ H/l^ f
Jccn{2*
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Therefore

-±- f \Ugk(x)-ak\w(x)dx^C-^- \f \Ugk(x)ak\w(x)dx^^ \ w{dx) <

(2-16)
Summing (2-15) and (2-16) gives

\Uglc(x)-ak\w(x)dx^c(k^2-ki+k-2)\\f\\co for k > k0. (2-17)- ^ 7 fWW) JQ

Letting a = ao + 2j"_fc ak (recalling that the sum is actually finite), and summing
(2-14) and (2-17) gives

- ^ - f \Uf2(x)-a\w(x)dx^ S -L- ! \Ugk{x)-ak\w(x)dx^c\\f\\m. (2-18)

Finally, combining (212) with either (2-13) or (218), depending whether we are in
Case 1 or Case 2, shows there exists bgeU. such that

-±JT f \Uf(x)-bQ\w(x)dx^c\\f\\o0.WW) JQ

Just as in the classical BMO case, this suffices to prove Theorem 2-1 (a). I

Proof of Theorem 2-1 (b). Let /eC^, let Qs£, and let/x,/2 be denned as in the proof
of Theorem 2-1 (a). Exactly as in (2-12), we get

\U%(y)\w(y)dy^c\\f\U. (2-19)

Turning to U*f2, we look at four cases. (Again, the case when Q = U is trivial.)

Case 1. \xQ\ < A0!w(Q) > 10"4.

As in the derivation of (2-12), we use the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality and (2-10) to
get

Case 2. \xQ\ < A0,w(Q) ^ 10"4.

We get

^ f \U*f2(x)-U*f2(xQ)\w(x)dx^c\\f\\a} (2-21)

^ - f \U*Ux)\w{x)dx^w(Q)M f \U*f2(x)\2w(x)
Q)JQ \JQ

^ cw(Q)-^J\f2(x)\2w(y)dyJ < clO2!!/^. (2-20)

f
JQ

by arguing exactly as in the derivation of (213) in the proof of Theorem 21 (a), using
Proposition 2-4 (a) instead of Proposition 2-3.

Case 3. |a;e| ^ Ao, Q bounded.
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This is done exactly the same as Case 2 (using Proposition 2-4(6) instead of
Proposition 2-4(a)), and we get (2-21) in this case also.

Case 4. \xQ\ ^ Ao, Q unbounded.

Using Proposition 2-4 (c),

W(<y,l ]Q
u*(x,y)f2(y)w(y)dy w(x) dx

\U*(x,y)\w(y)dy)w(x)dx

(2-22)

Combining (2-19) with either (2-20), (2-21), or (2-22), we get the existence of bQeU
such that

- ^ - f \U*f(x)-bQ\w(x)dx^c\\f\\o0,

which proves Theorem 2-1 (b). I

Given Theorem 21 , we can now extend the definition of [7/and C/*/from C^ to i 0 0 .

3. Interpolation

In this section, we give the interpolation argument that gives the Lp-boundedness
of U. We follow [2], section 4 closely. But because the measure w(x) dx is a finite
measure and because this measure does not satisfy the doubling condition (see
Remark 5-1), some care must be taken with the details.

Define Mwf, our substitute for the maximal function, by

±- f
(Q)j

Mwf(x)= sup - ± - f \f(y)\w(y)dy. (3-1)
w(Q)j

PROPOSITION 3-1. (a) w({x:Mwf(x) > a}) ^ \\f\\Ja.
(b) There exists cp such that \\Mwf\\p ^ cp \\f\\p for 1 < p < oo.

Proof. Suppose that E is a measurable set contained in U^Q^, where {Q^} is a subset
of SL. Let % = {Qp}. If Q[, ...,Q'k have been chosen, let

^k — iQfi'- the interior of Qfi is disjoint from the interiors of Q'v ..., Q'^}.

Starting with k = 0, we choose Q'k+1 so that w(Q'k+1) = supQ e^tw(Q^). Since each
w(Qfi) equals 2~" for some n, the supremum is actually attained. Since each j ^ is
finite, w(Q'k)^-0 as k->co.

Suppose that Q is any of the Qp. We will show that Q £= \JkQ'k, hence E £ U^Q^ —
Ufc Q'k. If Q is one of the Q'k, we are done. So suppose not. Since w(Q'k) -> 0 and Q is not
one of the Q'k, then the interior of Q must intersect the interior of one of the Q'k; let
Q'j be the first such. By our construction, w(Q'}) ^ w(Q). But this together with the
fact that the interiors of Q'} and Q intersect implies that Q c Q j .

At this point, we follow [3], section 11-5 closely, using the above covering idea in
place of his 1-1-6. I
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As in [3], we get that iffeL1(w(dx)) and Qnx is an element of j ^ containing x, then

lim J. \ f(y)w(y)dy = f(z) a.e. (3-2)

(3-3)Define f*(x) = sup —r^r \f(y)-fQ\w{y)dy.

Since f \f(y) -fQ\ w(y) dy ^ f \f(y)\w(y)dy + w(Q)\fQ\,
JQ JQ

we have f*{x) ^ 2Mwf(x). (3-4)

PROPOSITION 3-2. If feLl{w(dx)) and f = 0, then \\f\\p < cp \\f*\\p, for I <p<oo.

Proof. We begin by imitating the Calderon—Zygmund procedure. Let a > 0. If it
happens that j u \f(y) \ w(y) dy > a, we let Q1 = U and stop. Otherwise we split (R into
the 2 'cubes' of ̂  and proceed. We let {Qj} consist of those cubes Q in U^LjJ^ such
that | / |Q > a and Q is not contained in any larger Q'eM with \f\Q, > a.

We then have a countable collection of cubes {Q^} with | / | c > a. If Qt =(= R, and
QjE\, then Qj is a subset of a cube Q' in ^ j _ x that is not in {Qj}- So

|/(y)|«;(y)dy<2a.

If Q} = R, then |/QJ = 0. In either case, |/<^| < 2a.
As usual, for almost every point in (U^ Q})

c, we have / < a.
We do this for each a and denote the cubes Qf. Let A = 4-22p and let Qo be one of

the Qf*. We look at the Q? £ <go.
If Q0^{x:f*(x)>a/A}, then

Qo)- (3-5)

If Qo $ {x:f*(x) > a/A), then |/eJ sj 2a/4 = a/2, |/|G» > a, and so

f \f-fQo\
JQl

Summing over the Q* contained in Qo,

or 2>(<#)*sJ-Me0)- (3-6)

Letting /i(a) = Yiiv(Qj) and summing over all such Qo, we have

fi(a) ^ w({f* > /A})+
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Let /„ = pj ap~l/i(a.)dot. Since fi is bounded by w(U) = 1, we have IN < oo. Then

• f°° P-i at*
• p\ ocp xw({j* > a

Jo
Recalling our choice of A, we conclude that IN < c||/#||£.

Finally, note that w({\/\ > a}) ^ /i(a) s ince/< a a.e. on (U;Q?)C. So

Proo/ of Theorem 1-1. Let F denote either [/ or C/*. Define W by JF/(a;) = (F/)#(x).
By (2-10), F is bounded on L2(w(dx)). So by (3-4) and Proposition 3-1,

^ 2\\MJVf) ||8 < c||F/||2 < c\\

On the other hand, (Vf)*eLx if and only if F/eBMO^. By Theorem 21,

F is a sublinear operator, and the/->/# operator clearly is. So by the Marcinkiewicz
interpolation theorem,

<cp\\f\\p, {OT2<P<CO.

Of course, Uf = 0. By Proposition 2-2 (a),

U*f= \U*f(x)w(x)dx= \Ul(x)f(x)w(x)dx = 0.

So by Proposition 3-2,

\\Vf\\p *S c\\ (Vf)*\\p ^ cp\\f\\p, for 2 < p < oo.

Taking V = U gives the boundedness of U on Lp(w(x)dx), 2 < p < oo. The case
p = 2 is (210). Finally, taking F = C7* gives the boundedness of U* on Lp for
2 < p < oo. This gives the boundedness of U on Lp for 1 < p < 2, by duality. I

4. Estimates

In this section we prove Proposition 2-3 and 2-4. Let us start by observing some
easy estimates. First, we have

j \y\'w(y)dy^cbs-* (4-1)

and second, w(y) dy ^ cb~x. (4-2)

Third, using (VI) (a),

I \^^(^*\ I f/'V* ^" r N n Q —̂ I n "1*̂  — /• 1 n I — I (A •tj\
I I J I » C I I ( * • * / ^ ^ t / l l l l O ^ ^ J J . 1 f J ™ ~ t / 1 1 1 I I ) l ^ t O 1

I \ 7" I

and fourth, sup |^'(a:)| ^ ca~(2+a). (4*4)
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PROPOSITION 4 1 . (a) / / \x\ ̂  Ao and \y\ ̂  %\x\, then

\T(x-y)-Tw(x)\ *S c\y\s/\x\1+s

(b) If \x\ ̂  2A0, «Aew \Tw(x) | ^ c.

Proof, (a) We write

!T(a: - y) - Tw(x) = [T(x -y)-T(x-z)]w(z)dz

f= f
J|2 J|z|>i|a:|

If M> |z| < IN, then (1-1) (6) gives us

\T(x-y)-T(x-z)\ ^ IT^-^-Tt^

Substituting, we get by (4-1) that

\h\ \z\sw(z)dz

as required.
We use (1-1) (o) to bound / 2 :

-1|/2| ^ c\x-y\

since \y\ ̂  ||a;|.
Finally, for I3, define t: U -*• U. so that 0 ̂ t ^w,t = w on B(x, \\x\), the support of

t is contained in^(x, Qx\),teCm, and p'H^ < c/\x\2+a. One can see that the derivative
estimate is possible by using a scaling argument.

Set s = w — t. Since 5 = 0 on B(x,\\x\),

T(x-z)s{z)dz
I J\z\>\\x\

= J T{x-z)s(z)dz

^c^N)-1!" w(z)dz^c/\x\1+*
J\z\^Mx\

by (1-1) (o) and (4-2).
L e t ^ = {z:\\x\ ^ \z\ ^ ||a;|}. By the fact that t = OonB{0,\\x\), (l'l)(c), and the fact

that <(x —2) = 0 if z^.4, we have

f
J

= lT(z)t(x-z)dz

J
f

J A

T(z)[t(x-z)-t(x)]dz
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Adding to (45) gives |/3| ̂  c/|x|1+a, and combining with the bounds for It andI2, (a)
is proved.

The proof of (b) is similar. Let veC™ be such that 0 ̂ v ^w,v = w on B(0,10A0),
the support of v is contained in B(0,15A0), and \\v'\\ ^ c. Set u = w — v. By (1-1) (a),

T{x-z)u{z)dz
|Z|»10A0

j c. (4-6)
|z|>10A0

We also have

T(x-z)v(z)dz lTT(z)v(x-z)dz

I T(z)[v(x-z)-v(x)]dz < c | l"1 IKIL|«|dz<c.

. (4-7)

Adding (4-6) and (4-7) proves (b). I

Taking y = 0 in Proposition 41 (a) and using (11) (a) we see that

\Tw(x)\^c/\x\ if|x|>A0. (4-8)

We note also that the conclusions of Proposition 4-1 and (4-8) hold when T is
replaced by T*.

Proof of Proposition 2-3. Substituting for U, we see that we must bound

[ \T*(x-y)-T*(xQ-y)\dy = \ \T{y-x)-T{y-xQ)\dy

< [ + f (4-9)
J \V~%Q\ > 4 dlam (Q) J4 diam (Q) > \y-xQ\

for xeQ.
The first integral on the right of (49) is less than or equal to

\T(y-(x-xQ))-T(y)\dy^c
)

by a change of variables and (1-1) (b).

Since Q is bounded, then xeQ,yeQc, and \y — xQ\ < 4 diam (Q) implies

4 diam (Q) ̂  \y — xQ\ ^ v/diam (Q) and 5 diam (Q) ^ \y — x\ ^ v;diam (Q).

The second integral on the right of (4-9) is bounded by

f (\T(y-x)\ + \T(y-xQ)\)dy^c,
J4diam(Q)>|j/-i<3|

V£QC

using (4-3).
So altogether, the left-hand side of (4-9) is bounded by a constant, and this proves

the proposition. I
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We write

T*(x-y)-T*w(x) T*{xo-y)-T*w(xo) _A | ±

W(X) W(XQ) 1 2 '

w h e r e A =(T*(x-y)-T*w(x))-(T*(xQ-y)-T*w(xQ))
1 w(xQ)

Proof of Proposition 2-4 (a). Since \xQ\ ^ Ao, we have w(x<i)~
1 ^ c. Then since w is

bounded above,

(T*(x-y)-T*(xQ-y))w{y)dy

(4-12)
The last inequality follows by the proof of Proposition 23.

Since by Proposition 4-1 (b) and (4'8), T*w is bounded above,

f (\T*w(x) | + \T*w(xQ)|) w(y) dy ^ c. (4-13)
J Qc

The triangle inequality, (4-12), and (4-13) show that

\A1\w(y)dy^c. (4-14)

Since w is bounded above and below on Q, and T*w is bounded above, then

But by (1-1)(a) and (43),

\w{xq)-w{x)\ C lT*{z_y)lw{y)dy^cWUx_ i r
w(xe)M;(a;) J^c w J ] y _

|

+ c |x — y\~1w(y)dy
J\y\> IOAO

(4-16)

However, diam (Q) ^ cx, independent of which \ that Q is an element of, and for
each Cj the function z|ln2| is bounded on (O.CjJ. Hence the left-hand side of (4-16) is
bounded by a constant.

Combining (4-15) and (4-16) together,

f \A2\w(y)dy^c. (4-17)
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Then, by the definition of U*, (410), the triangle inequality, (414), and (417),
Proposition 2-4 (a) is proved. I

Proof of Proposition 2-4(6). As in the above proof, it suffices to bound

S<jMi\My)dy, i=i,2.

We write

First consider / u . If \y\ Js \\xQ\, then w(y)/w(xQ) is bounded. We bound

f \Ai\w(y)dy=[ + | = / | i+ /« , t = l , 2 .
JQC JQcr\{\v\>%xQ\} JQcn{y\^xQ\)

f
just as in the proof of Proposition 2-3. On the other hand, since \x\ > \xQ\,

\T*w(x)-T*w(xQ)\^\T*w(x)-T*(x)

by (1-1) (c) and Proposition 4-1. Hence by (4-2)

\T*w(x)-T*w(a'(*q)l f
w(xQ)

We have thus bounded | / n | by a constant.
Next consider I12. Using Proposition 4-1 (a),

- y ) - 21

w(y) dy

c,

by (4-1). Since w(x) and w(xQ) are comparable and |x| ̂  |xc|, we have similarly

^ I \T*(x-y)-T*w(x)\w(y)dy^c.

Combining, we have |/12| ^ c, hence j c\A1\w(y)dy < c.
Next we look at /22. The expression

w(

is bounded exactly as in the argument for I12. Since

\w(xQ) — w(x)\/w(x) s% l+w(xQ)/w(x) ^ c,
|/22| is bounded.

Finally, consider I2l. First, note that since

\T*w(x)\ ^ \T*w(x)-T*(x)\ + \T*{x)\ ^ c\x\~l
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by Proposition 4-1 (a) and (VI)(a),

\w(xQ)—w(x)\ C w(xQ)+w(x) j f

(4-18)
recalling that w(x) and W(XQ) are comparable.

Secondly, if \y\ ̂  4|x|, then |y-a;| > 3|x|. So by (1-1) (a),

\w(xo) — w(x)\ f w(xQ) + w(x)£L \ \T*(x-y)\w(y)dy^c '£' y ' \x\
(X) J\y W(X)W(X)(XQ)W(X)

(4-19)
Thirdly, if \y\ ̂  ||a;e|, then w(y)/w(xQ) is bounded above, and

f
l£^lM s u p K ( 2 ) | f

(4-20)

by (4-4) and (4-3). But diam (<2)/|a;| is bounded above by some clt and z|lnz| is bounded
on (0, c j ; so the left-hand side of (4-20) is bounded by a constant.

Adding (4-18), (4-19), and (4-20) together, we get that |/21| is bounded. Combining
this with the bound for |/22|, we get j .c\A2\w(y)dy ^ c, which completes the proof of
part (b). I

Proof of Proposition 2-4 (c). Now we are looking at unbounded Q, and substituting
for U*, we need to bound

7-; w(y)dy= +\ =I3+I4.
JQC W\X) J Qc r\K\y\^ftx\) JQcn{\y\>&xn

We get |/3| ̂  c in the same way that we bounded |/12| in the proof of part (b).
So it remains to bound /4. By (4-8),

w(y)dy ^ c. (4-21)

If \y\ > ̂ \x\, then w(y) ^ cw(x), and if yeQe and xeQ, then \y — x\ ^ T)\X\ by (2-4). So
by (VI) (a), (4-3), and (4-2) we have

1 f

+-J- f \T*(x-y)\w(y)dy
w\x) J\y-x\>i\x\,\y\>\\x\

^ c + -^- |x |-1J ] w(y)dy^c. (4-22)

Adding (421) and (4-22) bounds |/4|. I
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5. Remarks

Remark 5 1 . To see that w(x)dx does not satisfy the doubling condition, consider
the intervals [N, 5N] for JV large. Note that w([N, 5N]) < ^N'" while w([~N, IN]) >

Remark 52. The function wis not in Ap. To see this, recall the definition of Ap (see
[4]) and consider the intervals [1,JV] for N large. On [l,iv], w(x) is comparable to
x-<1+*>.

On p. 21 in [1], it was incorrectly remarked that w was an A2 weight. However,
that comment was not used in the remainder of the paper and does not invalidate any
of the results there.

Remark 5S. Let fir y(dx) = rw(rx + y) dx for r > 0, ye M.. By scaling and translation,
T satisfies a centred norm inequality with respect to the measures fiT y with constant
independent of r and y. I t is not too hard to show that ||/||BMO(da:) ' s comparable to
suPr,j/ll/~~/]lz.V >• Consequently our centred norm inequality implies that T maps
BMO(dx) to BMO(dz).

One of the main results of [1] was a new proof of the Lv(dx) boundedness of T.
There were two steps. First, it was shown that T satisfies a centred L2 inequality with
respect to fir y by using Cotlar's lemma. The second step, which was probabilistic,
showed that any operator satisfying centred L2 inequalities with respect to fir y with
constants independent of r,y must be bounded on Lp(dx), for 1 < p < oo.

Remark 5-4. In view of Remark 5'3, one might wonder for which measures w(dx)
do centred norm inequalities hold. For example, could w be replaced by some other
measure that characterizes BMO by its dilates and translates ? Some positivity
condition is clearly necessary. To see this, consider v(dz) = l[0 1}(x)dx for T the
Hilbert transform. If f(x) = l[2,3](a0> the Lp(v(dx)) norm of F is 0, but Tf is not
constant on [0,1]; hence the centred norm inequality for Tf with w replaced by v fails.

Remark 5*5. If we replace the condition that K be odd by the condition
Jfi K(x) dx = 0 whenever 0 < R1 < R2 < oo, then Theorem 11 holds for p = 2
for kernels K mapping (R* to IR, for d > 1: see remark 3 of §3 of [1]. However, we
do not know what happens if p 4= 2 when d > 1. The difficulty in extending our
proof lies in defining ' cubes' Q and Q with respect to which T scales properly yet
w(Q) < cw(Q).
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